Suppression of turbulence by heterogeneities in a cardiac model with fiber rotation.
Electrical scroll wave turbulence in human ventricles is associated with ventricular fibrillation and sudden cardiac death. We perform three-dimensional simulations on the basis of the anisotropic Fenton-Karma model and show that macroscopic, insulating heterogeneities (e.g., blood vessels) can cause the spontaneous formation of pinned scroll waves. The wave field of these vortices is periodic, and their frequencies are sufficiently high to push the free, turbulent vortices into the system boundaries where they annihilate. Our study considers cylindrical heterogeneities with radii in the range of 0.1 to 2 cm that extend either in the transmural or a perpendicular direction. Thick cylinders cause the spontaneous formation of multi-armed rotors according to a radius-dependence that is explained in terms of two-dimensional dynamics. For long cylinders, local pinning contacts spread along the heterogeneity by fast and complex self-wrapping.